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Are You Ready for a Union Organizing Drive at Your Workplace?

Event

8.23.23 

12:00 PM — 1:00 PM EDT

$75 per person

Union organizing is on the rise. According to the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) there were

1522 RC-Petition Elections held in 2022, up almost 65% over 2021 totals. Thus far, the data indicates

that last year was no fluke, as 2023 election filings remain well ahead of the pace set just two years

ago. This upward trend is being driven by a focus on industries not historically associated with

unionization. Yet many employers, especially those in historically union-free sectors, are unprepared

to lawfully and effectively respond to an organizing campaign. Don’t be caught flat-footed after a

union representation petition has already been filed.

This program, which is being offered on three different dates, will help employers implement

decisive but lawful responses designed to foster and maintain a culture of positive workforce

relations.  

If you would to attend on the other available dates, see below:

Register here for August 16 

Register here for August 31

Space for this program is limited and reserved exclusively for clients and prospective clients of

Fisher Phillips. Registrants will receive email confirmation of their reservations upon review of

registration details.

The firm will submit this program for HRCI and SHRM credit.

If you have any questions, please contact Chris McGoldrick.

Fisher Phillips is committed to providing access to all of our events for disabled attendees.

Automated closed captioning is available for all of our webinars. For other accommodation inquiries,

please give us three business days advance notice prior to the scheduled event by contacting Chris

McGoldrick. Thank you.
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